
Origins 3A03 - Fall: 2012

Assignment 2 - Ralph Pudritz

Due: Thurs, Nov.8

1. At early times, radiation (photons), not matter, dominated the energy density. The
energy density in a radiation dominated era follows from black body radiation, for which
ρrad = aradT

4/c2, where arad is a radiation constant for black bodies, and T is the tem-
perature (in class we solved for a matter dominated, flat universe). Recall the black body
relation between temperature and scale factor derived in class.

(i) Solve Friedman’s equation for the case of a radiation dominated, flat universe and show
that the scale factor of the universe evolves with time as a(t) ∝ t1/2.

(ii) How does the temperature of the universe evolve with time in this case?

(iii) How big was the universe when it went from being dominated by radiation, to matter?
[hint; use data for current Hubble constant and the energy density of matter, which scales
as 1/(spatial volume)]. Note - express your answer in terms of the dimensionless scale
factor a(t/to).

2. (i) Compute the size of black holes that arise from masses M: (i) mass of the Sun,
and (ii) (monsters) a mass of 109 solar masses (suspected in the centres of massive, active
galaxies).

(ii) The average density of a black hole can be expressed as: ρ = [M/(4π/3).R3
s] Give an

expression of this in terms of the black hole mass.
How small a mass would a black hole have for it to have a density comparable to that

of nuclear matter - say the average density of the nucleus of a helium atom?

3. Hubble’s law - experiment! A 2-D analogy for Hubble flow can be easily shown for
a universe that is the surface of a balloon. Inflate a toy balloon somewhat, and on its
surface draw a uniform distribution of ”galaxies” (points). Record the distance between a
number points. Now inflate the balloon by some amount. Using the new set of distances,
use your data to show that (i) Hubble’s law holds (make a graph from your data) and (ii)
that every observer in this universe measures the same ”law”. Your brief write up should
explain what you did, give your data, as well as the graph, and your conclusions.
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